Abstract-Language models such as RNN, LSTM or other variants have been widely used as generative models in natural language processing. In last few years, taking source code as natural languages, parsing source code into a token sequence and using a language model such as LSTM to train that sequence are state-of-art methods to get a generative model for solving the problem of code completion. However, for source code with hundreds of statements, traditional LSTM model or attentionbased LSTM model failed to capture the long term dependency of source code. In this paper, we propose a novel statement level language model (SLM) which uses BiLSTM to generate the embedding for each statement. The standard LSTM is adopted in SLM to iterate and accumulate the embedding of each statement in context to help predict next code. The statement level attention mechanism is also adopted in the model. The proposed model SLM is aimed at token level code completion. The experiments on inner-project and cross-project data sets indicate that the newly proposed statement level language model with attention mechanism (SLM) outperforms all other state-of-art models in token level code completion task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating the probability distribution of various linguistic units such as words or sentences is the goal of language modelling. In the past few years, language models achieved a great progress in natural language processing and had been regarded as basic techniques in lots of advanced applications such as machine translation [1] , audio recognition [2] and text classification [3] . With the rapid growth of open-source code and the high-speed development of artificial intelligence, applying natural language processing techniques to source code has become a research hotspot. A large amount of researches in the field of software engineering such as software testing [4] , software bug detection [5] , code synthesis [6] and code smell detection [7] have used language models to improve their accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, a good language model for source code is of great importance. Source code, taken as natural languages, are highly repetitive and predictable [8] . Taking source code as natural languages to build language models (n-gram, n-gram with Bayes, n-gram with decision tree, RNN, LSTM) to suggest code fragments has made great progress [9] - [16] to help software engineers improve the efficiency of developing software.
However, sequential language models based on maximum likelihood approaches such as LSTM do not contain structural information of source code. If we flatten source code into a sequence and use sequential language models to handle that sequence, exposure bias problem [17] may arise. When predicting next token based on a sequence, if some tokens or sub-sequences are unseen in training data, the discrepancies between training stage and prediction stage may appear. For a long sequence, the accumulated discrepancies will become more and more prominent and result in low prediction accuracy when encountering a lot of unseen data. For the huge code context which contains hundreds of statements, this exposure bias problem becomes even worse. Compared with sequential models, the models designed on the structural characteristics of code have achieved success on other areas such as code classification tasks. Code classification models such as TreeNN [18] , [19] , TBCNN [20] and EQNET [21] have more powerful ability in capturing the structure characteristics of source code. Based on the observation that source code consists of statements. Each statement can be taken as a token sequence. To enhance the ability of language models about handling huge code context with hundreds of statements, a novel language model designed on statements is proposed.
The proposed statement level language model: SLM takes each statement in the context as one unit. The context of code is organized as a sequence of statements. A statement is a sequence of code tokens. The SLM uses BiLSTM to accumulate the information of each token in the statement to generate embedding for that statement. The embedding is a feature vector which can also be called the representation of the statement. For all statements in the context, SLM uses the LSTM to iterate the embedding of each statement to generate the embedding which can be taken as the representation of all complete statements in context. When predicting each token of the next statement, based on the representation of all complete statements in context, SLM uses the standard LSTM to predict each next code token. The attention mechanism on statement is applied to SLM. Capturing the general regularity of statements can help capture semantic information of the whole context. As the code becomes more and more standardized, it is becoming easier to capture the general regularity of statements. Note that, the code structure hypothesis (code is a sequence of statements) proposed in this paper is very common in practical scenarios. Current mainstream programming languages define the concept of statements. Each statement contains the corresponding semantics. The method proposed in this paper can be easily extended to other programming languages. The results of inner-project and cross-project experiments indicate that statement level language model (SLM) outperforms stateof-art models. The SLM model can be taken as a general framework to generate code in statements. Theoretically speaking, The SLM model could be applied to any language which can be parsed into a sequence of statements. The main contributions of this paper include:
• A framework is proposed to predict code in statements and the BiLSTM model is used to model statements.
• The attention mechanism is designed and applied on statements.
• Both inner-project and cross-project evaluation are conducted to compare the performance of models.
II. RELATED WORK 1) Sequential language models for source code: The statistical n-gram language model has been widely used in capturing patterns of source code. The n-gram model was applied to lexical code tokens in [8] . In SLAMC [9] , they improved n-gram by associating code tokens with topics. In cacheca [11] , they improved n-gram with caching recently appeared tokens in local files to improve next-token suggestion accuracy. Common sequences of API calls were captured with per-object n-grams in [22] and [10] . In [23] , source code was abstracted into DSL and had been sampled and validated until the good code suggestion was obtained. Deep learning techniques such as RNN, LSTM were applied to code generation model [13] [15] [16] to achieve a higher prediction accuracy.
2) Non-sequential language models for source code: Decision tree was applied to code suggestion relying on a hybrid language model presented by [14] . In [12] , code was trained on graphs. Naive-Bayes was integrated into n-gram model to suggest API usages. In recent years, in the research field of code synthesis which is an important research field highly related to language modelling, tree generation models which could generate the abstract syntax tree representing the source code have been proposed and achieved a great success. Specifically, these models are not named: Tree Language Model because these models are designed to generate code based on natural languages or other hints. Tree Based Machine Translation Model is preferred to be as the name. Although these models are not proposed directly for solving the problem of language modelling in code completion system, actually, they can be used to solve the problem of code completion. Seq2Seq [24] , Seq2Tree [25] and Tree2Tree [26] models were proposed to translate text description of code into the abstract syntax tree (AST) of source code to handle the problem of code synthesis. The work [6] , [27] uses basic Seq2Seq model to synthesize the API usage patterns based on natural languages. Neural machine translation is the basic framework for all the models of code synthesis. Neural machine translation framework consists of two modules: encoding module and decoding module. Source sentences (trees) are encoded into fixed-sized vectors representing the hidden features of the source sentences (trees) through the encoding module. The decoding module generates the tree or the sequence based on the hidden features generated by encoding module. The language model and the decoding module in machine translation are similar. In some cases, they are exactly the same. For example, in Seq2Seq [24] , the decoding module is the LSTM model which is same as standard language model based on LSTM model. In the problem of program translation, Tree2Tree [28] model is proposed. The decoding module of different code synthesis models are all the standard LSTM with small changes. For example, in Tree2Tree [28] , the decoding procedure is still based on standard LSTM. The modification is that for a node, the LSTM used for predicting its right child is different from the LSTM used for predicting its left child. In another word, two LSTM models are used for predicting nodes on a binary tree. Attention mechanism designed on tree is proposed to capture the tree structures of code. In Seq2Tree [29] , two LSTM models are used in decoding module, one for predicting the token sequence of the source code, another for predicting the tree structure of predicted the token sequence.
3) Other models for source code: In [30] , each program is associated with its own embedding matrix. In [31] , an attention model based on one dimensional convolution has been used to generate the name of a function in a program. A general convolution mechanism designed for the syntax tree of code has been introduced in TBCNN [20] to classify programs. TreeNN has been widely used in producing representations of programs. The classical TreeNN shows impressive results in work of [32] , who uses TreeNN to model homogeneous and polynomial expressions. Semantic learning of symbolic expressions [21] is one of the variants of TreeNN. An extra layer aimed for abstraction and reconstruction is added on TreeNN. This layer can be applied directly to our newly proposed encoding model without any modifications. The network in [21] can be taken as supplement to existing tree models such as TreeNN, TBCNN and our encoding model. The framework of basic TreeNN gives different parameters to non-leaf nodes containing different contents (tokens). Different children of one non-leaf node will also be assigned different parameters. If the code corpus contains plentiful syntactic elements and complex code structures, the parameters of TreeNN would be hundreds of times more than that of LSTM. This is a major drawback of TreeNN. Too many parameters may lead to overfitting on the training set.
4) Statement level language model for source code: As far as we know, the statement level language model (SLM) is the first language model which uses BiLSTM to generate embedding for each statement in context and adopts the LSTM to handle the embedding of each statement to help predict next code. The experiments indicate that the newly proposed model indeed has some special properties.
III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Definition of Statement
Source code consists of statements. Different programming languages have different definitions of statements. Usually, a statement can be considered as a complete program behavior which contains specific semantics. However, in modern programming languages, statements can be nested. A statement may contain other two or more statements, which makes the program behavior of that statement complex. Figure 1 gives an illustration about the nested statements. The while statement which ranges from line 2 to line 4 in Figure 1 is a statement containing the expression statement n++; in line 3. The nested structure of statements needs to be specifically treated. For the problem of code completion, the code token is predicted one by one. The order in which token is predicted should be consistent with the order in which developers write code. The usual order of code writing is from top to bottom and from left to right. Thus, statements should be predicted line by line. In this paper, a mechanism of converting code into a sequence of statements is proposed. Each statement does not contain other statements. The order of statements in the sequence is the same as the order in which statements should be predicted. In Figure 1 , line 1 should be predicted at first, then line2 and line 3 should be predicted. When predicting statement in line 5, the code context consists of code in line 1, code in line 2 and code in line 3. Note that code in line 2 and code in line 3 are taken as two statements. Code to Statements: The concept of statement is a syntactic concept based on the abstract syntax tree of code. The formal description about converting source code to statements is also based on abstract syntax tree. In fact, there is a simple approximation method about converting source code into statements: in most cases, one line of code can be taken as a statement. This is common in scripting languages such as Python. Even for Java or C, such approximation is also generally correct. If the code is well written, it is convenient to use the approximation method.
It is necessary to introduce the formal steps of converting source code to statements based on abstract syntax tree. Here are the detail steps. At first, the code is converted into an abstract syntax tree. The pre-order traversal is used to traverse the abstract syntax tree. Once the root node of a statement is encountered, the sub-tree corresponding to that statement is extracted and appended to a sequence. Now, the sequence contains the sub-tree of each statement. Then, for each sub-tree of statement, a process of traversing the sub-tree to removing all encountered nested statements was initiated. For each subtree in the sequence, the pre-order traversal is used to traverse the sub-tree, once the root node of a statement is encountered, the corresponding sub-tree is removed or replaced with the empty statement. Finally, each modified tree in the sequence does not contain other nested statements. Then, each modified tree in the sequence is converted back to code. Figure 2 gives Figure 1 to statements. The statements generated in this way can reflect the order of statement prediction. The syntax element Block: {} is usually taken as a kind of statement in Java, C or JavaScript. In this paper, Block: {} is not taken as statement and is treated as a default fixed symbol.
B. Statement Level Language Model with Attention
After the code context has been converted to a sequence of statements, the proposed statement level language model: SLM predicts next code token based on information of statements in context. The SLM model treats each statement in context as one unit and generates embedding for the unit. To generate embedding for a statement, SLM splits the statement into tokens and uses BiLSTM to accumulate the information of the token sequence from two directions. With the embedding of each statement, the LSTM model is used to iterate and handle the embedding of each statement. Attention mechanism is applied to further improve the model performance. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 3 . The statement level language model: SLM contains two sub-models: SEG (Statement Embedding Generator) and SP (Statement based Predictor). The SEG (Statement Embedding Generator) is responsible for generating the embedding for a statement. The SP (Statement based Predictor) is responsible for iterating and handling the embedding of each statement to help predict each code token of next statement. The main component in SP is LSTM which takes each statement as one unit and uses the embedding of each statement to generate the embedding of all statements in context. The finally generated embedding can be taken as the representation of statements in whole context. When predicting each token of the next statement, another LSTM is used to predict next code token. The attention is applied on the embedding of each statement. Fig. 3 . Overall Architecture SEG (Statement Embedding Generator): For a statement, the token sequence of that statement is generated by lexical parser of code. For the token sequence of a statement, one LSTM named as LST M f orward is used to iterate and handle each token on that token sequence from left to right, another LSTM named as LST M backward is used to iterate and handle each token on that token sequence from right to left. Assume the embedding of the ith token from left to right in token sequence is referred to as τ i , cell i and h i are feature vectors generated by LSTM for the ith token. To predict i+1th token, the feature vectors cell i+1 and h i+1 are computed by:
The first token in the sequence is the 1th token and cell 0 and h 0 are two trainable vector parameters. After processing all tokens in the token sequence from left to right using Equation 1, the finally generated cell and h are named as cell f orward , h f orward . Similarly, after processing all tokens in the token sequence from right to left, the finally generated feature vectors are named as cell backward , h backward . To generate the final embedding of the statement, the M erger is designed to take the feature vectors in both forward and backward directions as input and generate a single embedding as output. More specifically, M erger takes h f orward and h backward as input and generates h stmt as output. The computation steps are as follows:
In above equations, W 1 ∈ R 4d×2d , i, j, f 1 , f 2 ∈ R d×1 are parameters. The split function splits a tensor ∈ R 4d×1 to four tensors ∈ R d×1 . In above equations, j, f 1 and f 2 are gates which are brought from the gate mechanism of LSTM. SP (Statement based Predictor): Assume the embedding for ith statement is h stmti . The statement level LSTM named as LST M stmt is used to handle each statement. Assume cell i and h i are feature vectors generated by LST M stmt for the ith statement. To predict i + 1th statement, the feature vectors cell i+1 and h i+1 are computed by:
The cell ]. The attention is computed by:
In Equation 3 and 4, h i+1 and cell i+1 ∈ R d×1 , W 1 and
In Equation 5 and 6, ctx h is the weighted averaging of all previous h stmt vectors based on attention and ctx cell is the weighted averaging of all previous cell stmt vectors based on attention. The initial cell 0 and h 0 of LST M token for i+1th statement are computed by the following equations:
In 
In Equation 9, V ∈ R v×d , v is the size of vocabulary. The training procedure is to minimize the following loss function:
The vocab i is the index of ith token content in the vocabulary.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Statement level language model (SLM) can be applied to any programming language that can be parsed into a sequence of statements. Without loss of generality, the most widely used programming language: Java is chosen to conduct experiments. The Java projects with high number of stars in the GitHub site are collected during our experiments. The source codes of these projects are extracted and filtered. Source code in each data set is divided into training set, validation set and test set in the proportions 60%, 15%, 25%. In experiments, the validation set is used to prevent over-fitting. Every function declared in Java files will be parsed into a sequence of statements. Only functions which contain at least 10 statements would be retained to do experiments. Each statement will be converted to a token sequence through the lexical parser of source code. Sequential models such as RNN or LSTM are directly applied to the generated token sequence. Each token in each statement will be predicted and the prediction accuracy is computed in training stage, validation stage or test stage. In natural language processing, the least frequently occurred words are marked as U N K. Following the one billion word benchmark which [33] marks the 0.3% least frequently words as U N K (unknown words), we also mark the 0.3% least frequently occurred code tokens in our training set as U N K.
A. Date Sets
Three data sets: Dataset 1, Dataset 2, Dataset 3 and Dataset 4 are collected to conduct experiments to examine the performance of models. Details are shown in Table I . Dataset 1 consists of Java files in the main module of project apache commons io which is marked with 624 stars on Github. The size of Dataset 2 is 2.0MB. The project google guava is a Java project marked with 26554 stars on Github. The total size of Java files in the main module of google guava is 7.7MB. As observed from open source projects, many files contain a large amount of Java docs, comments or small functions with only one or two statements. Those noisy data should be removed. For generating cross-project data sets, we use the following 3 steps to generate high quality data sets which contains long and non-noisy code. The first step is to choose two to four projects on Github in random. The second step is to compute a score for each Java file in each project: the total number of nodes in functions dividing the total number of functions results in the score for a Java file. Given the threshold of the size of the data set (for example 8MB), the third step is to select the top Java files with highest scores in each project to mix into a data set until the threshold of the size of the data set is reached. Dataset 3 are top-scored Java files from projects Gocd (5023 stars), apache-incubator-joshua (73 stars) and locationtechgeowave (344 stars). Dataset 4 are top-scored Java files from projects braintree-android (291 stars), megamek (115 stars) and expanding-collection-android (1859 stars). The evaluation results on Dataset 3 and Dataset 4 may truly reflect the ability of each model because abstract syntax trees from Dataset 3 and Dataset 4 are huge. The fourth column headed by Vocabulary in Table I means the total number of tokens (the content of node on AST) on current data set. 
B. Baselines
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, some baselines are needed to be trained. RNN and LSTM are classical models for capturing the patterns in sequential data and these two models are included in the baselines. LSTM with attention named as LSTMA is also included in the baselines. For LSTM attention network (LSTMA), the previous 100 tokens are taken into consideration to compute attention.
C. Hyper parameters
Adam optimizer in TensorFlow is used to automatically decide learning rate and momentum in experiments. The gradient is clipped by global norm [34] and the clip norm is set to 5.0 which is the recommended value on [34] . We train examples one by one instead of grouping examples into batches, because different ASTs may have different number of nodes. The representation size (alias as embedding size or feature size) for one token is 96.
D. Termination condition
All models keep training until the accuracy on validation set does not exceed the optimal value for 10 epochs. All data recorded in experimental tables are optimal results under different models.
E. Platform
The experiments are conducted on computer with Windows 10 64 bit OS, Intel i7-6850k CPU, 32G memory and one Geforce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The deep learning platform is TensorFlow [35] .
F. Evaluation
The top-k accuracy is computed on every node in tree and the final top-k accuracy is the average of top-k accuracy of all nodes in all trees. When predicting next node, the model computes the probabilities for all candidate tokens. If we rank all tokens according to probabilities from large to small. For example, the token with the highest probability has rank 1, the token with the second highest probability has rank 2. For each node, the rank of the actual content of that node can be computed. The value in column headed with mrr means the average of the reciprocal of rank of each token in a data set. This metric indicts the overall prediction performance of the model. The column headed with enpy means the log value of the perplexity [36] of the model. Table II is the evaluation result of different models on test set. LSTMA refers to LSTM model with Attention. SLM refers to the statement level language model without attention. SLMA refers to the statement level language model with attention. On all 4 data sets, RNN performs worst. On small data sets: Dataset 1 and Dataset 2, SLMA averagely achieves 9.8%, 9.9% and 47.4% higher top-1 accuracy than LSTM, LSTMA and RNN. On large data sets: Dataset 3 and Dataset 4, SLM averagely achieves 9.6%, 11.8% and 86.6% higher top-1 accuracy than LSTM, LSTMA and RNN. For top-k accuracy, as k becomes larger, performances of all models except RNN tends to be closer to each other. For top-10 accuracy, performances of all models except RNN are close. This indicates that for the top-k accuracy, the smaller the k, the more effective is the top-k accuracy to compare performances of different models. From the perspective of top-1 prediction accuracy, SLMA outperforms other models in small data sets: Dataset 1 and Dataset 2. In cross-project data sets: Dataset 3 and Dataset 4, SLM model performs the best. The crossproject data sets contain only large Java files showing that the attention may have shortcomings in processing long statement sequences in variable length. Table III shows the entropy of different models on test set. The RNN model still performs the worst in the measurement of entropy, SLM and SLMA achieve the best entropy (the smaller, the better) than other state-of-art models. SLM performs slightly better than SLMA in the measurement of entropy. The SLM uses two LSTM models to traverse the token sequence of a statement from two directions to encode the statement into an embedding. This kind of encoding is good at handling unseen data. As the whole statement is encoded into one embedding, the impact of unseen tokens in a statement can be reduced. In the meanwhile, the standard LSTM model treats all tokens equally. When encountering unseen tokens, the standard LSTM model handles the unseen token and the information bias appears. The information bias can be accumulated if there are many unseen data in a long sequence. This problem is called exponential bias. The ability to reduce the impact of the unseen tokens is the key for the performance improvement. Besides, the statement level LSTM used in this model can capture patterns for long sequence of statements, which extends the expression space of the model. All these factors contribute to the improvement of the standard LSTM model. The BiLSTM model is used to generate the encoding of each statement. The statement-level BiLSTM has proved to be effective in code classification tasks and performs better than other tree encoding model such as TreeNN or TBCNN. But it is still necessary to investigate other encoding models such as TreeNN or TBCNN in the task of code completion under the proposed framework. In future work, we will compare the performance of different encoding models under the proposed framework to identify which model is best for code completion.
The attention mechanism of standard LSTM takes the information of fixed-number previous tokens into consideration. If the token sequence of code context is long, some of previous tokens in context will be ignored in the attention mechanism of LSTM. This causes the LSTMA (LSTM-Attention) model performs worse than standard LSTM on large data sets. In the meanwhile, the attention mechanism of statement level language model (SLM) could take the embedding of all previous statements into consideration because the number of statements in context is much less than the number of tokens in context. This is also another factor contributes to the model improvement. However, we observe that for crossproject evaluation, the SLMA only contributes slight or no improvement of prediction accuracy compared to SLM. For long context containing a large number of statements, the attention mechanism may not imporve the model. In summary,
The top-1 prediction accuracy on the test set is representative and SLM performs better in top-1 accuracy than all other models, so we can conclude that statement level LSTM model (SLM) could improve the state-of-art LSTM method.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel statement level language model (SLM) to deal with the long term dependency of statements. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed statement level language model (SLM) achieves at least 9% improvement of prediction accuracy on large data set compared to stateof-art models. In future work, we will adopt the methods about eliminating unseen tokens to further investigate the performance of this model.
